GROWERS SCORE CATHOLIC CHURCH

Coast Group Says Pressure Was Used to Help Union

The New York Times

Use of unseasonable pressures was reported today by growers to the Catholic Church by a California agricultural group this week. The group, the Committee of Californian Growers Associated, charged the Church with having been the agent of the grape growing areas of the state.

A 20-day campaign of "Delano grape" attacked the Church, ending with a rally in front of the Church in Delano, the heart of the area, denounced the long strike and the associations demanded for the termination of the planters and Protestant ministers took part in the campaign.

During the march, the Robert F. Kennedy and Mr. J. F. Kennedy were among the target of a nationwide boycott. They have not been admitted to the Church's premises in the Valley.

The Christian Brothers, a leading religious group, has been in the campaign since the beginning.
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